& INTRODUCTION
Familial endocrine tumors have been of interest for many years (1) . This subject likely attracted attention from researchers and clinicians because patients with inherited endocrine tumors (IETs) usually present rare tumor types, genealogies with several affected family members and strikingly common clinical and genetic features. The first report of pheochromocytoma (PHEO) was presented by Felix Frankel in 1888 and described a patient who had recently been characterized as having multiple endocrine neoplasia (MEN) type 2 (MEN2) (2) . A familial predisposition to endocrine tumors was described in 1940, although the multiple endocrine adenoma entity was recognized a decade later by Wermer (3, 4) . More recently, updates on MENs have become available and recommend adequate procedures for the management of IET patients (5-10). However, IETs will likely remain a challenging subject of study involving topics such as the genetic diagnosis of asymptomatic cases, familial screening, detailed characterization of the phenotype, exome and transcriptome studies, preventive surgery, new therapeutic strategies, genetic counseling, and ethics (11, 12) . In addition, advanced techniques such as sophisticated in vitro functional studies, RNAi analysis, genomic micro-and macroarray assays, genome-wide association studies, exome analysis, copy number variations, whole genome sequencing, and in silico analysis may be available on a routine and personal basis in the near future (13) . Therefore, genomics may have a longstanding impact on the clinical and surgical management of patients with IETs.
Despite substantial advances in the study of IETs, some difficulties still remain, specifically in the early recognition of IET conditions and in its differentiation from sporadic endocrine tumors (SETs) ( Table 1 ). The distinction between both conditions is critical for decision making with respect to the affected index-case and their mutation-positive family members. Therefore, we will focus on the 12 typical clinical and genetic characteristics of IETs that may help clinicians to recognize IETs early and recommend preventive or early therapeutic interventions in this review. The IET characteristics mentioned below are intended to provide a practical clinical approach for the care of these patients.
1 -Age at diagnosis -IETs typically tend to develop in younger patients than their SET counterparts. Parathyroid hyperplasia/adenomas leading to primary hyperparathyroidism (HPT) associated with MEN type 1 (MEN1) are usually diagnosed by 20-35 years of age. In contrast, sporadic primary HPT is mostly recognized in patients older than 50 years of age (5, (14) (15) (16) . Medullary thyroid carcinoma (MTC) associated with MEN2 can be diagnosed at early ages (,5-10 yr old), mostly in family members who have been genetically screened for RET proto-oncogene mutations (17) (18) (19) . In addition, the highly aggressive MTC associated with MEN2B caused by RET 918 codon mutations usually develop during the first year of life (20) . Conversely, cases with sporadic MTC are usually diagnosed at later ages (.20-30 yr old) (21) . Patients with inherited PHEO/paraganglioma who carry germline mutations in the SDHA, SDHB, SDHC, SDHD, RET, and MAX genes are usually diagnosed at 20-30 years (22, 23) . Conversely, sporadic PHEOs are frequently diagnosed in the fifth decade of life (20) . One exception for PHEO is found in cases with isolated familial PHEO caused by germline TMEM127 mutations and neurofibromatosis type 1 (NF1)-associated PHEO, which are usually diagnosed at 40-44 years (24, 25) . Pituitary tumors (PITs) associated with MEN1 syndrome, Carney syndrome (CS), and familial isolated pituitary adenoma (FIPA) are usually diagnosed in the second decade of life, although they may occur as early as 5 years of age (8, 26) . These data strongly contrast with sporadic PITs, which are usually diagnosed during the third and fourth decades. In addition, gigantism from excess growth hormone secretion is far more frequent in patients with FIPA and CS than in patients with sporadic somatotropinomas (8, 26, 27) . A general trend for diagnosis at early ages is also applied to several other types of IETs. In brief, IET cases harboring either germline-activating mutations in proto-oncogenes or inactivating mutations in tumor suppressor genes have a marked predisposition to develop tumors at early ages.
2 -Associated tumors -Many IETs are associated with syndromes in concert with several independent, primary tumors in a single patient, such as a patient with MEN1 and MEN2, von Hippel-Lindau (VHL), NF1, CS, or Li-Fraumeni complex (LFS) (5, 27) . As many as 20 different endocrine and non-endocrine tumors have been described in association with MEN1 syndrome, such as HPT, PITs, pancreaticendocrine tumors (PETs), adrenal tumors, and skin neoplasias (5) . Patients with VHL may have renal, cerebellar, and pancreatic tumors and PHEO (28) . In patients with MEN2, MTC is found in almost all cases, whereas PHEO and HPT are also highly prevalent (17) (18) (19) 20, 22) . Patients with CS usually present PITs leading to acromegaly/gigantism and primary pigmented nodular adrenocortical disease leading to Cushing's syndrome (29) . In patients with LFS, the adrenocortical carcinoma (ACC) is frequently associated with breast and ovary neoplasias. Patients with more than one primary endocrine tumor are potential candidates for an IET and should be actively investigated for other primary neoplasias.
3 -Germline mutation and inheritance -The signature of inherited tumors is the presence of a germline mutation in the pertinent disease-causing gene. For instance, the presence of a RET germline mutation in cases with MTC, PHEO, or HPT define these tumors as having inherited transmission. The finding of an NF1 germline mutation confirms NF1 disease. A MEN1 germline mutation helps to confirm the diagnosis of MEN1 syndrome and establish that the condition is inherited. The same pattern occurs with other cancer genes, although cases with either de novo mutations or large gene deletions are exceptions to this general rule. Conversely, the absence of a germline tumorcausing mutation supports the diagnosis that the patient has a SET that is frequently a counterpart of the IET.
Almost all IETs are inherited by autosomal dominant transmission, which means that the patient's first-degree relatives have a 50% risk of carrying the mutated gene; consequently, they have inherited a predisposition to develop the specific tumor condition. Additionally, cases with an apparently SET may harbor a germline mutation, as is true of 1-7% of cases with sporadic MTC harboring a RET germline mutation (8, 21) . Therefore, apparently sporadic PHEOs should be analyzed for VHL, RET, and SDHx germline mutations (30) . In sum, one should consider the pros and cons of genetic testing in apparently SET cases to rule out a possible ''hidden'' germline mutation and avoid missing an IET diagnosis (8, 9, 21) .
4 -Sex ratio-Because IETs are inherited by autosomal dominant transmission, their sex ratio is mostly 1:1, although this value may vary within small genealogies. In contrast, the sex ratio is 1:3 for sporadic primary HPT caused by parathyroid adenoma, with a definite predominance of middle-aged females (5).
5 -Multicentric tumors -A typical observation in IETs is the occurrence of multicentric tumors, as observed in MEN2-related tumors (MTC, HPT, PHEO), MEN1-related tumors (PETs, HPT), VHL-related PHEO, and CS (5, 15, 16) . Conversely, sporadic MTC, PHEO, HPT, PETs, and PITs are usually represented by a single tumor (31, 32) . Sporadic gastrinomas in particular are usually represented by a single duodenal or pancreatic tumor, whereas multiple duodenal gastrinomas are routinely documented in MEN1 patients (33) (34) (35) . Thus, the pre-surgical diagnosis of the IET conditions is an important requirement for providing surgeons with proper data to plan a surgical approach. For instance, a partial pancreatectomy is usually advised in sporadic PETs to remove a single tumor, whereas the multiple tumors found in inherited PETs should be approached using a subtotal or even total pancreatectomy (8, (33) (34) (35) .
6 -Bilateral tumors -Patients with IETs have a high risk (up to 60%) of contralateral tumors, as verified in patients with PHEO-associated MEN2 or VHL or in isolated familial PHEOs caused by TMEM127, MAX, and SDHx mutations (8, 17, (23) (24) (25) . In addition, primary pigmented nodular adrenocortical disease in CS is usually bilateral, but it is unilateral in its sporadic form (36, 37) . Furthermore, both thyroid lobes are affected in MTC/MEN2, and both adrenal glands are frequently affected in VHL and CS. Additionally, renal cell carcinoma in VHL is frequently bilateral, although contralateral tumors may not occur simultaneously. In addition, the development of bilateral tumors in patients with IETs is frequently nonsynchronous (8, 17, 22, 38) . Conversely, most sporadic PHEO and MTC occur unilaterally. Thus, a long-standing clinical follow-up should be performed in IET patients to detect possible contralateral tumors. 7 -Pre-malignant stage -IETs frequently present a preneoplastic stage, as represented by a hyperplastic phase that precedes neoplasia. One typical example is C-cell hyperplasia in MEN2 that evolves to MTC and is frequently associated with increased levels of serum calcitonin (17, 39) . Notably, patients who are submitted to preventive total thyroidectomy (TTx) during this early, pre-malignant stage and present repeatedly undetectable values of calcitonin after 5-10 years of post-surgical follow-up can be considered biochemically cured (40) . In addition, cases of PHEO/ MEN2A and VHL-associated PHEOs present adrenomedullary hyperplasia that precedes the tumor.
8 -Aggressiveness -IETs have a marked tendency to be more aggressive than their SET counterparts. Accordingly, FIPA-associated PITs develop faster than sporadic PITs, and most are invasive macroadenomas at diagnosis (41, 42) . Furthermore, the PITs in MEN1 are far more aggressive than their sporadic counterparts (43) . Additionally, early occurring MEN1-associated HPTs lead to early, severe bone and renal complications, whereas sporadic HPT usually has a milder presentation (44) (45) (46) . Cervical lymph node metastases have been described before the age of 3 years in MEN2-related MTC patients with RET codon 918 mutations. In addition, in cases with a RET codon 634 mutation, a micro-MTC was reported in a 2-year-old child, and local cervical metastases were present in another 5-year-old child (46) (47) . Tumor aggressiveness may be associated with therapy resistance, as observed in MTC patients with RET codon 804 mutations that are resistant to therapy with tyrosine kinase inhibitors, whereas the high aggressiveness observed in IETs is less frequently observed in SETs (48) . These data reinforce the need to perform early diagnosis in IET patients as a crucial tool in preventive surgical therapy or at least early treatment (48).
9 -Tumor location-IETs and their SET counterparts may occur in different locations. Sporadic gastrinomas are mostly located in the pancreas, whereas MEN1-related gastrinomas are mainly located in the duodenum (8, 10, (33) (34) (35) . Furthermore, sporadic gastrinomas are usually represented by a single pancreatic tumor, whereas multiple primary pancreato-duodenal gastrinomas are routinely documented in .80% of MEN1 patients (33) . The parathyroid adenoma of sporadic primary HPT is mostly located in a single gland, whereas in HPT/MEN1, all parathyroid glands are usually affected, and there is a high risk of developing HPT in the supernumerary and ectopic parathyroid glands (5, 49) .
These data are crucial for the surgeons who are planning the appropriate surgical approach for IET cases. The first surgical option for sporadic HPT is to remove the single parathyroid adenoma (adenomectomy), whereas total parathyroidectomy (PTx) followed by a parathyroid implant in the forearm or sub-total PTx is used for HPT/MEN1 cases (49) (50) (51) (52) . In addition, sporadic insulinoma is frequently treated with surgery by single pancreatic nodule removal, whereas cases with insulinoma/MEN1 are usually submitted to sub-total pancreatectomy (83, 117) . For gastrinoma in MEN1, subtotal or total duodenopancreatectomy or subtotal pancreatectomy associated with duodenotomy is applied, and partial pancreatectomy is usually the surgical choice in sporadic gastrinoma (33, 34, 51, 52 ).
10 -Mixed tumor types -Mixed tumor types occurring in a single endocrine gland are frequent in IETs and rare in their SET counterparts. Different types of secretory PITs associated with either MEN1 or FIPA have been simultaneously reported in the same patient and in a single family. Thus, mixed tumors secreting GH and prolactin are frequently found in FIPA and MEN1 (8, 15) . In contrast, sporadic PITs are less frequently mixed (53) . Furthermore, different secretory cell tumors may occur in PETs/MEN1, mainly with gastrin and insulin (8, 10) .
11 -Genetic heterogeneity -Similar clinical features observed in IET patients may be caused by different genes. As an example, germline CDKN1B/p27 mutations have been reported in MEN1-like patients who present no germline MEN1, and this condition is called MEN4, whereas the rat equivalent disease is named MENX (54) . In addition, inherited PHEO/paragangliomas may occur in the context of MEN2, VHL, and isolated familial PHEO. In these cases, several mutations may be present in genes such as SDHA, SDHB, SDHC, SDHD, RET, VHL, TMEM127, and MAX (23) (24) (25) . In addition, approximately 80% of CS cases are caused by a PRKAR1A mutation at chromosome 17, although a second putative gene in chromosome 2p was reported though not fully characterized to date (55) . Patients with the two genetic origins present similar phenotypes (10) .
Thus, for IET cases with superimposed phenotypes that could be related to different genes, rational approaches should be applied in genetic testing, as performed in recent cases with isolated familial PHEO/paraganglioma (56) .
12 -Clinical heterogeneity -IET patients harboring the same specific type of germline mutation and belonging to a single family may present a high degree of clinical variability, as typically occurs in MEN1 (57, 58) . MEN1 patients may present up to 20 different tumor types, and no consistent genotype-phenotype correlation has been reported so far (5) . Concordantly, in a very large MEN1 family (.20 affected cases) of Italian origin, we observed a high prevalence of PITs and PETs, but no genuine genotypephenotype correlation (44, 45) . This challenging finding may be caused by tissue-specific modulating factors, such as epigenetic events (hypermethylation), a second MEN1 mutation, RNAi or even mutations in another gene. Although there is a high rate of genotype-phenotype correlation in conditions like MEN2 and VHL, a large range of clinical heterogeneity may still be observed (20, 22, 30, 59 ). Thus, depending on the specific IET, substantial phenotypic diversity and variable penetrance may be observed in patients harboring the same type of mutation. Overall, a periodic screening should be performed for all tumor types that are potentially involved in IETs to try to provide early diagnosis. Alternatively, genetic testing can exclude germline mutations, avoiding long-standing periodic screening in the latter cases.
Some additional comments on IETs are needed. 1 -Founder effect -Familial cancer clustering has been one of the main avenues toward improving cancer etiology and is an indicator of heritable gene involvement (60) . A founding VHL mutation was reported in a large conglomerate of PHEO patients living in the Black Forest of Germany (30) . In addition, founding mutations have been reported in six very large MEN1 families (.20 affected cases) (44) (20, 40, 61) . In Germany, MEN2 families could be traced back to the early 20 th century, and a few of them have been traced to the 19 th century (62) . In addition, a common founding arg337-to-his (R337H) P53 germline mutation in exon 10 was reported in cases with LFS from southern Brazil (63) . Recently, a high penetrance founding mutation was reported in 287 affected cases from Trentino, Italy with paraganglioma associated with a low prevalence of PHEO. A common ancestor was identified from the 14 th -15 th centuries (64) . Additionally, a large FIPA genealogy from northern Finland could be traced back to the 18 th century (41) . Similarly, a founding couple could be traced in a FIPA family from Ireland to the 18 th century (65) . In summary, very large IET genealogies frequently carry a founding mutation and constitute an excellent opportunity to expand our knowledge of inherited cancer conditions. Further topics for investigating familial cancer clustering are intrafamilial phenotype variations, possible superimposing consanguineous marriages, and the occurrence of homozygous mutations.
2 -Two-hit model of tumorigenesis -As mentioned, most IET conditions are caused by tumor suppressor genes such as VHL, p27, MEN1, PRKAR1A, SDHs, and TMEM127, and the two-hit model mutation proposed by Alfred Knudson has been appropriately applied to these conditions. This model is based on the presence of two sequential mutations. The first is a germline mutation inherited from a parent; by itself, it is not sufficient to start tumor development, although it leads to IET genetic predisposition. The second event is a somatic mutation that occurs at random in the same gene, within a specific tissue (endocrine gland). This latter event results in biallelic gene inactivation and a loss of heterozygosity (LOH) that will lead to the onset of tumor development (66) . Conversely, there are rare reports that suggest that LOH in tumors is caused by proto-oncogenes, although these data require validation (67) . Thus, the presence of LOH in a tumor supports the possibility that it is inherited, most likely through tumor suppressor genes.
Management
Similar genetic and clinical approaches are frequently applied to the management of most IETs.
1 -Pre-symptomatic diagnosis may be performed in IETs, leading to a recommendation of preventive surgical treatment for specific cases (8, 9) . Conversely, pre-symptomatic diagnosis and preventive treatment is not applied to the SET counterparts. After screening at-risk family members from the index-case, mutation-positive carriers should be invited for an interview at the hospital. In cases such as RET mutation-positive carriers, preventive TTx should then be recommended, as internationally established (8, 9, 62, 68) . RET mutation carriers should be submitted to preventive TTx during the first year of age (cases with RET mutations in codons 883 or 918), by the age of 3 years (codon 634), 5 years (codons 620, 618, 609, and others) or 5-10 years (codon 804 and others) (8, 9, 17, 62) . Concordantly, we successfully performed preventive TTx in 15 young cases in a single extended 620-codon mutation-positive MEN2 family (20, 40, 61) . Some of these cases have been followed for up to 10 years, and their calcitonin levels have remained undetectable, indicating that a ''biochemical cure'' was achieved (20, 40, 61) . Preventive TTx has been successfully performed in MEN2 children from several Latin American countries, including Argentina, Chile, and Brazil (69) (70) (71) . Preventive subtotal or total thymectomy should be performed in all MEN1 cases during PTx as recommended for HPT/MEN1 because the thymic carcinoid is a fast-evolving malignant tumor that is a frequent cause of death in MEN1 cases (8, 10) . Thus, preventive surgery may have a relevant and impressive impact in the management and outcome of many forms of IETs, as typically documented in MEN2-associated MTC.
2 -Curative surgery may still be achieved in some older IET cases in which preventive surgery is not applicable, but relatively early diagnosis could still be performed. For instance, curative TTx has been successfully performed at the early developmental stages of MTC in patients up to 12 years of age, who belonged to a MEN2 family with a RET Cys620Arg mutation (61) . Similarly, MEN2A cases need to be searched annually for PHEO, and a curative adrenalectomy is usually considered as soon as the adrenal tumor is detected by CT or MRI, if the patients are symptomatic (8) . Most patients with HPT/MEN1 will benefit from PTx performed as soon as there is a consensual indication for surgery, including the presence of osteoporosis, renal calculi, hypercalcemia, and an age below 50 years (46, 103, 104, 111, 115, 116, (149) (150) (151) (152) (153) (154) . Notably, a short-term bone mineral density improvement after total PTx followed by parathyroid auto-transplant in the forearm has been verified in our MEN1 cases (49, 50) . Interestingly, the impact of MEN1 mutations in the management of MEN1 cases was initially considered to be low (31) . However, accumulating data presently indicate that the early genetic diagnosis of MEN1 germline mutations may have a substantial impact on the clinical and surgical management of MEN1 patients. For instance, preventive thymectomy and PTx in young, select MEN1-associated HPT cases may prevent the development of highly malignant thymic carcinoids and secondary complications of HPT, such as osteoporosis and renal calculi (10, 15) . Additionally, non-functioning PETs (NFPETs) associated with MEN1 may occur at ages as early as 10, and adequate early surgical intervention should be considered in these cases (10) . Furthermore, early detection and therapy in cases with GH-secreting tumor in patients with MEN1, FIPA, and CS may prevent the development of gigantism and further PIT expansion (8, 29, 37) .
Taken together, these examples illustrate that early diagnosis and treatment in IET patients have strong clinical impacts and may ultimately lead to a better quality of life and decrease morbidity and mortality (15, 72) . To achieve these two beneficial goals, the genetic mutation analysis and the clinical periodic screening in affected index-cases and atrisk family members from IET genealogies should begin at early ages (8) (9) (10) .
3 -Genetic counseling should be offered to IET cases and their at-risk relatives and may provide crucial information for couples, although a psychological burden must be avoided (11) . Individuals who are at risk for developing hereditary cancers should be offered surveillance to improve their prognosis. Advisers should consider several options, with respect to psychological distress and the quality of life in individuals who are under surveillance for hereditary cancers. Notably, high-risk individuals with an inherited predisposition for multiple tumors may be associated with increased distress and a lower quality of life. Common factors associated with poor psychological outcomes include a personal history of cancer, female gender, a first degree relative with cancer, negative illness perceptions, and coping style. The use of a simple screening tool to identify distressed individuals is recommended (73) .
Several types of IETs have been increasingly recognized by clinical and genetic means over recent decades. Here, we briefly summarize the main IETs and some recent topics and issues related to these conditions. von Hippel-Lindau syndrome VHL disease is a complex inherited condition caused by germline mutations in the VHL tumor suppressor gene located on chromosome 3p. More than 300 VHL genealogies with VHL mutations and double VHL mutations have been reported (http://www.umd.be/VHL/W_VHL; 74). VHL is a rare autosomal dominant syndrome (1/36,000 live births) with high penetrance that predisposes a patient to the development of a panel of highly vascularized benign and malignant tumors, such as angiomas and hemangioblastomas, particularly in areas that are rich in blood vessels such as the retina, cerebellum, and spine. Renal cell carcinoma (RCC), PHEO, PETs (,10%), and visceral cysts (renal, pancreatic, and epididymal) are also prevalent (75) . VHL is classified as type 1 (without PHEO), type 2A (with PHEO), 2B (PHEO and RCC), and 2C (isolated PHEO, without hemangioblastoma or RCC). PHEO in VHL is usually diagnosed by 30 years of age, the risk of malignancy is 5%, and it secretes high levels of normetanephrine (.112 pg/mL). Young PHEO patients are frequently associated with either VHL or MEN2A and less often with MEN2B, NF1, and paraganglioma (SDH-B), sustained hypertension with infrequent hypertensive peaks, bilateral tumors, and malignancy (76) . Classic and non-classic VHL phenotypes have been reportedly associated with VHL mutations. The vast majority of PETs in VHL are malignant NF-PETs located in the pancreas. PETs in VHL are relatively frequent (10-17%). Most are non-functioning, asymptomatic, single pancreatic tumors; they are malignant in up to 50% of cases and metastasize in up to 27% of cases. Further, they are the third highest cause of death in relation to VHL (77) . Therefore, these tumors must be routinely scrutinized during follow-ups. Head and neck paragangliomas (HNPs) may be found in patients with VHL (78) . HNPs can occur in the sporadic or familial form, and the latter is mostly associated with germline mutations in SDHB, SDHC, or SDHD (SDHx). Non-SDHx HNP might occur in patients with VHL, MEN2, and NF1. Therefore, molecular genetic testing for VHL or RET mutations in HNP patients should be recommended if personal and/or family history shows evidence for one of these syndromes. VHL-related tumors may present as apparently sporadic but harboring a VHL mutation, so a routine search for VHL-related tumors and VHL mutations should be considered in these cases. In addition, large germline VHL deletions, including that of the HSPC300 gene, predisposes patients to RCC in VHL, and biallelic somatic inactivation of the VHL gene may lead to sporadic RCC (28) . Thus, RCC should be actively searched in VHL cases because it has become the most common cause of death (77) . Conversely, VHL disease is the main cause of inherited RCC. In addition, marked intrafamilial phenotype variation may be observed and can reflect established genotype-phenotype correlations for PHEO and RCC risks (28) . VHL testing is indicated for VHL cases and VHL-similar phenotypes, for all cases with apparently sporadic PHEO because a high prevalence of VHL germline mutations has been reported in these patients, and for familial PHEO cases. Currently, the surgical approach to VHL-associated PETs has utilized laparoscopic organ-sparing resection (79) . Furthermore, robot-assisted laparoscopic partial adrenalectomy has been used recently in the surgical treatment of PHEO/VHL to try to preserve the adrenal cortex and avoid adrenal insufficiency (80) . Recently, VHL cases with PETs were shown to be significantly associated with blood group ''O,'' which may be useful in selecting VHL cases who are at higher PET risk (81) . Clinical screening for PHEO in VHL should start at early ages by measuring plasma normetanephrine, mainly in families at high risk (28) . PHEO in patients with VHL should be actively sought in at-risk family members because it may mimic stress conditions, and it is frequently subclinical (82) . Anti-angiogenic drugs have been tested in patients with advanced RCC/VHL and are also potentially useful for VHL-associated PETs and malignant PHEOs. Moreover, new targets for novel potential medical treatments in VHL have been found (28) . Recently, long-term disease control with sunitinib has been reported in a patient with metastatic PETs associated with VHL disease (83).
Carney complex
CS is an autosomal dominant MEN syndrome that affects the adrenal, pituitary, and thyroid glands and the gonads. PITs leading to GH hypersecretion and gigantism/acromegaly are usually observed. Papillary and follicular thyroid tumors, large-cell calcifying Sertoli cell tumors and adrenal carcinoma have also been described (84) . Furthermore, benign primary pigmented nodular adrenocortical disease leading to Cushing's syndrome is frequently reported in CS. Because CS shares abnormalities with Peutz-Jeghers syndrome, a differential diagnosis is needed, and restricted clinical criteria should be applied (36) . CS involves at least four endocrine glands, and a differential diagnosis with MEN1, MEN2 and MEN4 should be performed to allow for the adequate management of these patients. PITs in CS may occur in early life and present rapid growth (29, 37) . Several non-endocrine tumors are typically associated, such as heart myxomas; skin and breast, cutaneous and neural myxomatous tumors; psammomatous melanotic schwannomas; and virilizing ovarian stromal tumors. Additionally, lentigines in the face, lips, eyelids, conjunctiva and oral mucosa are often observed in CS (85, 86) . CS is caused by germline PRKAR1A mutations, which is located at 17q13, and twothirds of affected cases present a heterozygous germline PRKAR1A mutation. More than 120 PRKAR1A mutations have been reported so far (27, 85) . A second putative diseasecausing mutation was reported on chromosome 2p and may explain patients with no mutation in PRKAR1A, although this gene was has not been fully characterized to date (29, 37, 55) . The second locus at chromosome 2p16, to which most (but not all) of the remaining affected families are mapped, is also involved in the molecular pathogenesis of CS tumors, as demonstrated by multiple genetic changes at this locus, including LOH and copy number gain (36) . Despite the genetic heterogeneity of the disease, clinical analysis has not detected any corresponding phenotypic differences between patients with and without PRKAR1A mutations (36) . Recently, it was shown that the differential roles of PKA catalytic subunits might mediate the CS phenotype (87, 88) . In 2012, ACC was first reported in association with CS in a large Azorean family harboring the S147G PRKAR1A mutation (88) . A second CS patient with ACC presented a germline heterozygous PRKAR1A mutation that created a premature stop codon in exon 2 (p.Lys32Argfs*12), and a cortisol/androgen-secreting 8.5-cm tumor was detected. ACC was confirmed, and there were pigmented micronodules typical of PPNAD in the adrenal gland adjacent to the ACC (89) . In two cases, the unilateral ACC co-secreted androgen and cortisol, whereas benign secreting tumors caused cortisol excess only. The large size of ACCs and the occurrence of metastasis demonstrate its malignant nature. Thus, doctors and patients should be aware of this rare, devastating event in association with CS (90) . Moreover, cardiac myxoma, which is a genetic source of multiple strokes in CS, has been successfully removed (91) .
Neurofibromatosis type 1
This syndrome is a tumor inherited condition that presents PHEO/paragangliomas in 5% of cases and in up to 13% of autopsies. NF1 is usually diagnosed at early ages in response to the presence of neurofibromas, café-au-lait skin spots, skinfold freckling, iris Lisch nodules, optic pathway gliomas, and bone dysplasia. Malignant peripheral nerve sheath tumors, other gliomas, gastrointestinal stromal tumors, gastric carcinoids, juvenile myelomonocytic leukemia, glomus tumors, and astrocytomas may also be present (92) (93) (94) . NF1 has almost 100% penetrance by the age of 5 years and is relatively frequent, affecting 1 of 3,500 individuals worldwide, and it is caused by the inactivation of the NF1 tumor suppressor gene that encodes neurofibromin protein. NF1 is a large gene and has one of the highest known mutation rates in man, and up to 50% of NF1 cases have de novo mutations that may give rise to a mosaic phenotype. Inactivating NF1 mutations lead to decreased cellular neurofibromin levels that may predispose patients to neoplasias (29) . In 216 NF1 cases with PHEO/paraganglioma, 96% had PHEO, and 6% had paragangliomas, all of which originated from the sympathetic system. Additionally, 9% of the PHEOs were malignant, and the mean age at diagnosis was 42 years. A high degree of interand intra-familial phenotype variation was also noted (29) . Screening for the NF1 gene in apparently sporadic NF1 cases has been recommended (30) . PETs may occur in up to 5% of NF1 cases, are usually ,1.0 cm and must be actively observed (77) . The NIH clinical diagnostic criteria for NF1 is based on the finding of two or more of the following features: six or more café-au-lait macules with diameters .5 mm in prepubertal patients and .15 mm in postpubertal patients; two or more neurofibromas of any type or one plexiform neurofibroma; axillary or inguinal freckling; optic glioma; two or more Lisch nodules in the iris; a distinctive osseous lesion, such as sphenoid wing dysplasia or pseudarthrosis; or a first-degree relative diagnosed with NF1 (95) . Mild clinical forms of NF1 presenting only two typical features may be missed, and genetic testing is currently offered by only a few centers, mostly because of the large size of the NF1 gene (60 exons). The origin of bone lesions and osteopenia/osteoporosis associated with NF1 has recently been investigated. NF1 germline mutations lead to altered neurofibromin production and unrepressed RAS, which acts on the osteoblasts/osteoclasts, leading to bone mineral loss and eventually to osteopenia/osteoporosis (96) . In addition, mice lacking Nf1 in osteochondroprogenitor cells display skeletal dysplasia similar to patients with NF1 (97) . In sum, there is a relatively high prevalence of NF1 in human populations, and a routine search for PHEO/paraganglioma and PETs should be performed in all cases.
Tuberous sclerosis
This is a multisystem disorder characterized by multiple hamartomas in the brain, skin, heart, kidneys, and lung. Epilepsy, learning difficulties, behavioral problems, and autism are also frequent. Renal angiomyolipomas are common and can ultimately lead to renal failure, although renal cysts and RCCs may also be found. Cardiac rhabdomyomas, lung lymphangioleiomyomatosis, melanotic macules, facial angiofibromas, and patches of connective tissue nevi have been frequently reported. TSC presents a wide clinical spectrum, and some patients may have minimal symptoms with no neurologic disability (98, 99) . TSC type 1 (TSC1) is caused by a mutation in TSC1 located at 9q.34 (hamartin), and TSC type 2 (TSC2) is caused by mutations in TSC2 located at 16p.13 (tuberin). Overall, 20% of affected cases have TSC1, and the remaining 80% present TSC2, which is usually more severe. A definitive diagnosis of the TSC complex may require two or more distinct lesion types, rather than multiple lesions of the same type in the same organ system. A clinical diagnosis is not usually difficult to perform, although a few cases may not fulfill the criteria. Couples with more than one child with a TSC complex, no extended family history, and no clinical features of a TSC complex are likely to have germline mosaicism for TSC. Germline mosaicism, which is fortunately rare, will not be suspected based on either diagnostic criteria or molecular testing until a couple has multiple affected children. Families with one affected child may include a small (1-2%) possibility of recurrence, even for parents who present no evidence of a TSC complex after a thorough diagnostic evaluation (95) . In addition, angiomyolipomas are benign mesenchymal tumors originating from the kidney and adrenal glands and have been frequently reported in TSC. PETs in TSC and are usually small (,1.0 cm) and malignant (77) . At present, the therapeutic approach to TCS is based on mTOR inhibitors (100). Because PETs in TSC are usually small and malignant, patients should be routinely screened for them by endoscopic ultrasound.
Li-Fraumeni syndrome
This condition is rare, characterized by multiple endocrine and non-endocrine tumors, and has a high penetrance (101). The usual criteria for identifying LFS cases and performing genetic testing are based on the following: 1) a patient with sarcoma or a first-or second-degree relative affected before 46 years of age; 2) an index-case with multiple primary tumors, two out of three tumors, with the first occurring before 36 years regardless of family history; and 3) an index-case with ACC regardless of the onset age or family history (101). An estimated 50% of LFS cases will develop tumors before 30 years of age, and most (.90%) will present a LFS-related tumor at 70 years of age. Up to 70% of typical LFS cases harbor a germline mutation in the P53 tumor suppressor gene, although many LFS cases are caused by de novo mutations, and copy number variations are exceedingly high (101). Data from the IARC TP53 database showed that cases with P53 mutations are prone to present rhabdomyosarcomas at early ages (,5 yr), whereas other types of sarcomas occur at any age (102) . More than 300 P53 germline mutations have been reported in association with the LFS phenotype. Because ACC may also occur in Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome, MEN1, familial adenomatous polyposis coli (FAP), and NF1, a careful differential diagnosis should be performed (103) . Cases with ACC/LFS were thought to be associated with P53 missense mutations located in the loops that oppose the protein-DNA contact surface. Interestingly, the incidence of pediatric ACC in southern Brazil is 10 to 15 times higher than the worldwide prevalence (104, 105) . Most cases (78-97%) exhibit a founding P53 arg337-his (R337H) germline mutation in exon 10 (106). The present data indicate that these patients have an increased risk of developing several LFS-related tumors and are an intrinsic part of LFS (107, 108) . In southern Brazilian populations, the allele frequency is very high (0.0015), leading to several hundred thousand carrier subjects. This prevalence may explain the high frequency of ACC, colorectal cancer, and other types of cancers in children and adults living in this geographic area. The ACC penetrance in these cases was evaluated at 10%, so IET patients associated with non-endocrine tumors from southern Brazil are particularly prone to P53 germline mutations and LFS-related tumors.
Cowden syndrome
This rare condition is characterized by multiple hamartomas in several organs and a high risk of breast and thyroid carcinomas, although asymptomatic and undiagnosed cases may occur. The penetrance is 100% by the age of 40 years, and the phenotype includes skin lesions such as lipomas, fibromas, hemangiomas, trichilemmomas, acral keratosis, and typical oral/plantar lesions. Follicular thyroid carcinoma (3-10% of cases), early breast cancer (25-50%), and macrocephaly (20-40%) are also found, and the specific criteria for a Cowden syndrome diagnosis are usually based on clinical manifestations (109) . Furthermore, familial follicular cell-derived thyroid carcinoma may be associated with several inherited conditions, as in Cowden syndrome. This condition is caused by PTEN germline mutations that occur in 80% of cases, and there is an exon 5 hotspot (110) . A germline epigenetic regulation of the Killin gene has been shown in cases with both Cowden syndrome and Cowden syndrome-like phenotypes. Finally, cases of breast carcinoma associated with thyroid follicular carcinoma may have Cowden syndrome, and the diagnosis should be supported by other phenotypic features and genetic testing.
Familial adenomatous polyposis/Gardner syndrome
Familial follicular thyroid carcinoma may occur in association with familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP), which is characterized by a large number of intestinal polyps and is frequently associated with colon carcinoma (110) . This latter condition is also named Gardner syndrome, and patients frequently present other associated neoplasias, such as desmoid tumors and other skin lesions. Thus, patients with FAP should be routinely screened for follicular thyroid carcinoma. The disease is caused by mutations in the APC gene (OMIM, Gardner syndrome).
Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 2
MEN2 is a dominant inherited tumor syndrome that comprises MTC, PHEO, and HPT, whereas congenital megacolon may occur less frequently. MEN2A refers to cases with at least two of the three main MEN2-related tumors. MEN2B refers to patients with very aggressive MTC; PHEO; an absence of HPT; the presence of marfanoid body habitus, mucosal neuromas, and intestinal ganglioneuromas; and an inability to cry tears. FMTC refers to MEN2 cases with isolated MTC. MEN2 is caused by RET germline mutations and has a strong genotype-phenotype correlation, as documented in the first comprehensive MEN2 study (6) (7) (8) (9) . This correlation has been confirmed by several other investigators (17) (18) (19) (20) 111, 112) . RET mutation analysis consistently has a large impact on the clinical management of MEN2 patients (20) . Several key clinical investigations and review articles are currently available to provide proper data on the genetic, clinical, pathological, and molecular aspects of MEN2 (17, 48, 111, 113) . Thus, we will briefly review some recent advances and issues that may be associated with MEN2.
Recently, exome studies performed in sporadic and familial MTC patients documented a high prevalence of RET and RAS mutations and concluded that mutations in both genes are the main tumor drivers, although they are mutually exclusive (114, 115) . Additionally, second or even third RET mutations coexisting in MEN2 cases have been reported (116, 117) . Somatic RET codon M918T mutations have also been confirmed as a frequent event (,40%) in sporadic MTC and are usually related to a poor MTC outcome (118) .
Importantly, the 2009 Guidelines on MTC reduced by two years (from 5 yr to 3-4 yr of age) the age at which the 2001 MEN Consensus recommended performing preventive TTx in RET 634 codon mutation carriers (8, 9) . Notably, the surgical approach should be completed with a dissection of all lymph nodes from the central compartment when nodules are .0.5 cm and calcitonin .40 pg/mL. This shift towards intervention at earlier ages was based on the finding of micro-MTC in a 2-year-old patient harboring a RET 634-mutation and another in a 5-year-old child with metastatic MTC (9, 46, 47) .
There has been some debate regarding RET Y791F and Ser649Leu variants. So far, these two variants have been viewed as disease-causing mutations, and TTx has been recommended in patients carrying the RET Y791F and Ser649Leu variants (118, 119) . However, recent findings have challenged this concept (75, 111) . Recently, in vitro studies showed that transfected cells with the RET L790F variant had no capacity for malignant transformation (120) . Moreover, authorized catalogs such as the ARUP Online Scientific Resource (www.arup.utah.edu/database/MEN2/ MEN2_welcome.php) and others eliminated Y791F and Ser649Leu variants from the list of RET mutation-causing diseases (111) . Although further studies might be needed to clarify this topic, it would be cautious not to recommend preventive TTx in these cases based only on the presence of RET Y791F, Ser649Leu, and L790F variants. In 2012, RET polymorphisms G691S, L769L, S836S, and S904S from genetic carriers and non-carriers were studied, and they had no significant impact on the MTC phenotype (121) . In contrast, RET polymorphisms may influence the expression of RET V804M mutations. Others found that cumulative SNPs may lead to aggressive MTC phenotypes (122) . In addition, the SDHD G12S SNP may modulate the MEN2A phenotype (123) . In contrast, RET polymorphisms may influence the expression of RET V804M mutations. However, larger sample sizes of control individuals and affected patients are needed to provide further conclusions on the clinical significance of these RET variants (121) .
Moreover, double RET germline variants were initially reported in three cases with atypical MEN2B presenting both a Val804Met (GTG-to-ATG) mutation in exon 14 and a Ser904Cys (TCC-to-TGC) mutation in exon 15 (22, 59, 124) . However, in vitro studies of these variants are required to determine whether these variants are really mutations or non-synonymous SNP (120) . Furthermore, we recently described the double RET Cys634Tyr/Y791F variant in four unrelated families with early, aggressive PHEOs associated with MTCs presenting the usual outcome for RET 634 mutations (22) . Based on in vitro studies, we interpreted the RET 791 variant as a modulating factor of the PHEO/ MEN2A phenotype (22) .
Overall, non-cysteine RET codon mutations have a lower transformation cell capacity than cysteine codon mutations (111) . In addition, some ''weak'' non-cysteine RET mutations, such as mutations at codons 804 and 883, may occasionally lead to MTC disease only in the homozygous condition (125) . In particular, RET codon 804 mutations may lead to a wide range of phenotypes, variable penetrance and diverse clinical outcomes (126) . In addition, V804/E805K, V804M/Y806C, and V804M/S904C RET mutations can cause MEN2B disease (124) .
RET genetic testing should be performed in all patients with PHEO, congenital megacolon, MEN2B-related features, and apparently sporadic MTC cases (8, 22, 127) . Furthermore, specific RET haplotypes have been confirmed in the last few years to be involved in congenital megacolon associated with MEN2 (128, 129) . Recent data demonstrated that the two RET protein isoforms, namely RET9 and RET51, are important factors in the intracellular trafficking and maintenance of RET signaling (130) . Interestingly, recent clinical approaches involving numerous RET mutation-positive MEN2 patients with specific exons or codon disturbances have been reported (61, 131) . These investigations provide new insights into mutation-specific risk profiles and have improved our understanding of genotype-phenotype correlations in MEN2 (114) (115) (116) .
An active familial screening for MEN2 is crucial, and some MEN2 patients and at-risk family members from Holland have been followed since 1975 (132, 133) . In Sã o Paulo, Brazil, we have been clinically screening MEN2 cases and their parents since 1990 and genetically screening since 2002 (59, 134) .
The association of MTC with papillary thyroid cancer has been increasingly recognized in many patients, although new data are needed on the possible molecular mechanisms underlying this finding (135) .
Calcitonin is an excellent serum tumor marker for MTC, although its accuracy is not 100%. However, many other conditions may lead to increased calcitonin values (136, 137) . Accordingly, the MTC risk is 8%, 25%, and 100% in cases with calcitonin values reaching up to 50 pg/ml, 100 pg/ml, and above 100 pg/ml, respectively (137) . Thus, one should use 100 pg/ml as the cutoff point to avoid false-positive calcitonin tests, MTC misdiagnosis, and unnecessary thyroidectomies, as had occurred until a few years ago (136) .
The first main clinical manifestation of MTC is a single or multinodular thyroid disease, and most European authors recommend routine measurements of serum calcitonin in thyroid nodules (137) . This procedure has several advantages for the diagnosis of MTC. First, cases with falsepositive calcitonin tests can be ruled out, and most patients will have calcitonin values ,100 pg/ml. Second, calcitonin measurements are more sensitive than cytology when searching for MTC, unless calcitonin immunocytochemistry is routinely applied. Third, 0.5-1% of the thyroid nodules may harbor MTC, and these cases could otherwise be missed. Fourth, the adequate recognition of MTC in thyroid nodules allows the surgeon to perform TTx associated with a central compartment lymphadenectomy, instead of other approaches. Fifth, the MTC outcome is favorably affected by MTC diagnosis at early stages (137) .
Several reports have documented a predominance of specific RET mutation types in restricted geographic areas. For instance, a high frequency of the RET codon 804 mutation was documented in Italian MEN2 cases, and RET V804M occurred at high frequencies (59%) in 67 MEN2 cases from Sardinia and surrounding islands (138) . Uncommon RET exon 8 mutations have been described mostly in Brazil and Greece, so routine RET exon 8 analysis should be performed, mostly in specific geographic areas of Brazil and Greece (139, 140) .
Interestingly, the cortical-sparing adrenalectomy has been recommended in cases with bilateral adrenal PHEOs, such as in patients with MEN2 (79, 80) . This approach has been performed to avoid secondary life-threatening corticoadrenal insufficiency, as noted in the early surgical approaches, and the retroperitoneoscopic adrenalectomy is considered the ideal approach for adrenal glands (141) . Cortical-sparing adrenalectomies in patients with bilateral PHEO offer a postoperative corticoid-free course, although this approach must be balanced against the risk of local recurrence (79) . In addition, robot-assisted posterior retroperitoneoscopic adrenalectomy has been recently applied. In cases with bilateral total adrenalectomy, the control of adrenal insufficiency may present actual risks. Therefore, cortical-sparing adrenalectomy should be welcomed by all endocrine surgeons, even when considering a 10-20% risk of local recurrence over the long run. So far, this surgical approach has been restricted to only a few centers.
The RET protein has been considered as a potential therapeutic target in sporadic and hereditary MTC cases with local and distant metastasis (48) . Currently, treatment with tyrosine kinase inhibitors should be offered to metastatic MTC patients, and several drugs have been tested, such as sunitinib and vandetanib (142) .
Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 1
MEN1 is a highly complex inherited tumor syndrome associated with at least 20 different types of tumors. The three main MEN1-associated neoplasias are HPTs (90-100%), PITs (10-60%), and PETs (60-70%), although cutaneous (30-85%) and adrenal tumors (20-40%) are also frequently found (5, 10, 57, 58) . In patients with PETs/ MEN1, the NF-PETs (up to 50%), gastrinomas (40%), and insulinomas (10%) are the most frequent tumors (10, 58) . MEN1 is caused by germline mutations in the MEN1 tumor suppressor gene, and more than 1,300 germline and somatic mutations have been described so far. MEN1 mutation analysis is useful for confirming a clinical diagnosis, allowing the genetic screening of at-risk family members and proper genetic counseling (11) . MEN1 screening is usually offered to all at-risk relatives, allowing early diagnosis and treatment. Several review articles on MEN1 are available (5, 8, 10, 48, 57, 58, 143) . Thus, we will focus on current advances and specific issues relating to MEN1.
As noted, the genetic screening of asymptomatic MEN1 mutation carriers was considered to have a low impact on the clinical management of MEN1 until a few years ago (8) . Recent data demonstrated that MEN1 screening has a substantial impact on the management of MEN1 (15, 16, 33, (48) (49) (50) 58, 72, 144) . Thus, this procedure allows us to rule out MEN1 non-mutation carriers and MEN1 phenocopies from annual clinical screening. PTx will benefit most HPT/MEN1 cases, and preventive thymectomy will prevent the development of highly malignant and relatively frequent (up to 2.6%) thymic carcinoid (8) . Early treatment of GH-secreting MEN1-associated PITs may prevent the development of gigantism. Early diagnosis and treatment in gastrinoma/MEN1 cases may lead to long survival and a good quality of life, and malignant NF-PETs/MEN1 may be submitted to early curative/preventive surgery (8, 15, 16, 29, (33) (34) (35) (48) (49) (50) 58) . A prospective study involving MEN1 mutant gene carriers showed that periodic follow-ups allowed for early diagnosis and treatment because MEN1-related tumors were recognized up to 10 years before clinical disease (144) . Additionally, genetic testing decreased the mortality and morbidity of MEN1 patients, as shown in a study that included 258 MEN1-mutation positive carriers (145) . Furthermore, death rates and morbidity in cases with malignant gastrinomas/MEN1 have decreased significantly after medical treatment with omeprazole or similar drugs (58) .
Importantly, MEN1 screening should be offered to all first-degree family members who are at risk (50%) of carrying a MEN1 germline mutation, and clinical screening for MEN1-associated tumors should start at the ages recommended by the 2012 MEN1 Clinical Practice Guidelines (10) . Another important topic is the ethics involved in MEN1 testing (12) .
A recent meta-analysis verified that the prevalence of PITs in MEN1 varies from 10% to 60%. PIT appearing as the first clinical manifestation of MEN1 may occur in up to 10% of cases; in these cases, syndrome recognition may be substantially delayed (146) . PIT in MEN1 may occur in childhood, have rapid growth and development, be highly aggressive, and exhibit often invasive behavior, and most of these tumors are secreting macroadenomas at diagnosis. Prolactinoma is prevalent (80%), and the majority of the remaining cases are GH-secreting tumors, although nonfunctioning PITs (17%) may occur (20, 43, 146, 147) . The majority of MEN1/prolactinomas are benign, although rare cases may present with metastasis [297] . The normalization of pituitary hypersecretion is much less frequent in MEN1/ PIT patients than in their SET counterparts. In addition, PIT cancer patients may need to be treated with temozolomide (146, 148) . A transcriptome tumor profile for a 5-year-old boy with prolactinoma/MEN1 from 2000 disclosed new genes that may lead to early PIT disease (149) . Based on this specific case, both the 2001 Consensus and the 2012 Guidelines recommended that screening for PITs in MEN1 (prolactin and GH measurements and pituitary MRI) should start by the age of 5 years (8, 10) .
Recently, an NIH group investigated 19 patients with MEN1-associated ACTH-and non-ACTH-secreting tumors, and their etiology was determined in 14 of these cases (150) . Eleven cases had Cushing's disease; three had ACTHindependent Cushing syndrome; three cases simultaneously had an ACTH-secreting tumor leading to Cushing's disease and non-secreting PIT microadenoma. Two of the three MEN1 patients with ACTH-independent CS also had ACC, and no ectopic ACTH secretion was identified. The etiology of hypercortisolism could not be defined in five patients, whereas in three cases, hypercortisolism appeared to resolve spontaneously (150) .
The frequency of MEN1 mutations in MEN1-related tumors and their SET counterparts has been revised. MEN1 shows biallelic inactivation in 30% of some types of common variety endocrine tumors (e.g., parathyroid adenoma, gastrinoma, insulinoma, and bronchial carcinoid) but only 1-5% in sporadic PITs (151) . Most functioning PETs in MEN1 are represented by gastrinomas (50-60%) and insulinomas (10%), and the first therapeutic option is essentially surgical (5, 10, (33) (34) (35) . PETs in MEN1 are frequently found at the duodenum and rarely at the pancreas; they are usually malignant (60%), small (,1 cm) and multicentric; they are located on the duodenal mucosa (80%). PETs are the main cause of death of patients with MEN1 (60%) (33, 35) . Surgical approaches to gastrinomas frequently lead to no real cure, unless the surgery can be performed very early, before metastases. The main surgical alternatives are total and subtotal pancreatectomy, depending on the size and localization of the NF-PETs frequently associated with duodenal gastrinomas. The first option includes duodenotomy with resection of small and multiple duodenal gastrinomas, distal 80% subtotal pancreatic resection, and enucleation of lesser tumors in the head of the pancreas. Alternatively, pylorus-preserving pancreatoduodenectomy or pancreatoduodenectomy, as in the Whipple procedure, are performed in cases with large tumors localized in the head of the pancreas or with diffuse disease and all pancreatic tissue forbidding enucleation. The pancreatic tail may be spared in cases with limited local disease and normal endocrine and exocrine pancreatic functions. Exceptionally, a pancreas-preserving total duodenectomy has been performed in a patient with gastrinoma/MEN1. This surgical procedure, developed by Imamura et al., is invasive and complex and its use is still very limited. In patients with Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, the surgical procedure should be complemented by the excision of duodenal gastrinomas and regional lymph node metastases (33) (34) (35) 152) . Partial pancreatectomy, total pancreatoduodenectomy, and subtotal pancreatectomy-associated with resection of the small duodenal tumors (multiple nodulectomies) are the surgical options (33) (34) (35) (152) (153) (154) . In addition, gastric carcinoids are frequent in gastrinoma/MEN1 and require vigilance and adequate therapy (33) .
There is a long-standing controversy as to the optimal timing for surgery in gastrinoma/MEN1 (77) . Most doctors prefer to intervene surgically in gastrinoma/MEN1 cases presenting tumors larger than 2-3 cm. Conversely, a group from Uppsala, Sweden has significant clinical and surgical experience with MEN1, and they recommend surgery in PET/MEN1 cases presenting tumor dimensions as small as 1.0 cm (33, 35, 153, 154) . Because PETs are the second most common disease in MEN1, they play a pivotal role in the life expectancy and quality of life of MEN1 patients. Thus, screening with biochemical markers and endoscopic
ultrasound is recommended for early PET detection in asymptomatic MEN1-mutation positive cases. Surgery is currently recommended for all PET cases with tumors larger than 1.0 cm and no metastases, including NF-PETs. The latter strategy employs early and aggressive surgery before metastases can develop, which substantially reduces the risk for tumor recurrence and malignant progression (33) (34) (35) 153, 154) . More recently, a high prevalence of combined NS-PET and gastrinoma occurrence has been documented, and patients were approached by distal 80% subtotal pancreatic resection associated with tumor enucleation at the pancreatic head. In Zollinger-Ellison syndrome, duodenotomy followed by excision of duodenal gastrinomas together with a clearance of regional lymph node metastases is recommended (152) . Most NF-PETs in MEN1 have a highly malignant behavior and are located at the pancreas (8, 10) . Thus, tumor serum markers such as PP and chromogranin-A have become increasingly important for the early detection of NF-PETs (153, 154) . Patients may also have increased levels of insulin/proinsulin, glucagon, and VIP values, without hormone excess syndrome (154) . Studies of NF-PETs/ MEN1 in the French GTE register revealed a low (4%) metastasis rate for tumors #10 mm and notably higher metastasis rates (15-52%) for larger tumors (155) (156) (157) . However, the authors recommended surgery for NF-PETs greater than or equal to 2 cm, although they reported a 15% mortality risk from pancreatic surgery (155) (156) (157) . Conversely, surgery for NF-PETs around or greater than 1.0 cm has been recommended by others because the metastasis rate is unacceptably high for larger tumors, and surgery has been performed in rather large series without mortality (35) . As already mentioned, the preference of the Swedish group is to operate on functioning and NF-PETs in MEN1 using an early, aggressive surgical approach before metastases have developed. Excellent results have been reported for a long time with this approach (33, 35, 153, 154) . The surgical strategy is based on distal 80% subtotal pancreatic resection associated with the enucleation of tumors located in the head of the pancreas (152) .
MEN1-related insulinomas are mostly benign (90%) and may develop at very early ages (10, 153) . The optimal timing to start clinical screening for insulinoma in MEN1 mutation carriers is 5 years of age (8, 10) . The simultaneous occurrence of insulinoma and multicentric NF-PETs is frequent in patients with MEN1. In addition, subtotal pancreatectomy associated with tumor enucleation at the pancreatic head is usually performed in cases with the MEN1/insulinomas. In conclusion, the early diagnosis and surgical treatment of PETs/MEN1 are critical topics for achieving a cure, as previously reported (33, 35, 153, 154) .
The timing for starting genetic screening in at-risk family members was first established by the 2001 consensus. Thus, clinical screening should start at 5 years of age for PITs and insulinomas in MEN1-mutation positive patients; at 8-10 years for HPT; and by 20 years for gastrinomas and NFPETs, although the 2012 Clinical Practice Guidelines reduced the age for the latter procedure, which should begin at 10 years (8,10).
MEN1-associated primary HPT has a high penetrance, and almost all MEN1 cases will present HPT by 50 years of age, although most cases will exhibit the disease by 20 years of age (5, 10, 31) . HPT/MEN1 usually develops 30 years earlier than its SET counterpart, although most patients will exhibit the disease by 20 years of age (5, 10, 31) . This condition affects all four parathyroid glands and is a monoclonal event, and it is frequently the first MEN1 presentation. Patients usually have early and severe bone demineralization and renal complications that were considered an important cause of death, at least until 1998 (45, 46, 158) . It is still a matter of debate how to operate on HPT/MEN1 patients (48, 51) . PTx is advised by most surgeons and clinicians as the optimal approach to HPT/ MEN1. However, there is a dispute as to whether subtotal or total PTx would be optimal for treating this condition (51, 57, 159, 160) . Subtotal PTx is largely applied, which usually leads to low rates of secondary hypoparathyroidism and may involve lesser surgical complications. However, one-third of cases may present HPT relapse/recurrence during the post-surgical follow-up, and substantial surgical difficulties may appear during parathyroid re-intervention (159) . Conversely, total PTx followed by parathyroid autotransplant to the non-dominant forearm is a valuable alternative and may have some advantages (48, 51, 160) . First, post-surgical hypoparathyroidism is most frequently observed until 6-12 months after PTx. Subsequently, by months 12-15 after PTx, most patients will recover their normal serum PTH and calcium values, allowing the end of oral calcium and vitamin D supplementation (49, 50) . Our data have been confirmed by others (161) . Thus, successful parathyroid auto-implants that were either cryopreserved or performed immediately after total PTx may secrete sufficient physiological amounts of PTH and achieve euparathyroidism (49, 50, 161, 162) . Additionally, the rate of relapse/recurrent HPT after total PTx is usually lower than in subtotal PTx, and when it occurs, the partial excision of the parathyroid implant requires only local forearm anesthesia (160) .
In addition, there is some controversy as to when to operate on HPT/MEN1 cases, although several groups prefer to perform PTx as soon as there is a classical indication to recommend surgery (52, 57, 163) . Notably, the criteria used to recommend PTx in HPT/MEN1 cases are the same as those used for sporadic primary HPT and include the presence of albumin-corrected total calcium at 1 mg/dl higher than the upper normal ranges, renal calculi, age at diagnosis lower than 50 years, and osteoporosis (163) . Thus, severe bone mineral losses (Z-score ,-2.0 or a T-score ,-2.5 SD) constitute a classical recommendation for PTx in HPT/MEN1 cases (44, 45, 49, 50) . In addition, PTx usually leads to a substantial decrease in the gastrin serum levels in cases with associated gastrinoma and allows for the performance of concomitant preventive thymectomy (8, 10, 164) . Alternatively, some authors prefer to postpone PTx in apparently asymptomatic primary HPT cases (31).
Lourenço Jr et al. recently suggested that the annual bone mineral density (BMD) analysis in HPT/MEN1 cases should start at ages as early as 20 years and include all three main bone sites because the proximal one-third of the distal radius (1/3DR) is severely affected in patients with HPT/MEN1 (44, 45, 165) . If the 1/3DR is not approached, some cases with severe bone mineral losses may be missed (44, 45, 49, 50) . In addition, a short-term BMD improvement was recently noted after total PTx followed by parathyroid auto-transplant in HPT/MEN1 cases (49) . As far as we know, only two studies have consistently evaluated BMD values after PTx in cases of MEN1-associated HPT (49, 165) . Concordantly, BMD exhibits a sharp short-term recovery at the lumbar spine and femoral neck but not at the 1/3DR (49, 50, 165) .
Benign cutaneous tumors (collagenomas and angiofibromas, .70-80%) are highly prevalent in MEN1 and are an excellent clinical indicator for the early clinical diagnosis of MEN1 (8) . Additionally, adrenal tumors are frequently found in patients with MEN1 (.40%) (5, 10) . Interestingly, glucose-dependent insulinotropic peptide receptor overexpression in adrenocortical hyperplasia without LOH at the 11q13 locus has been reported in MEN1 syndrome (166) . Adrenal tumors/MEN1 are mostly non-secreting benign neoplasias, however periodic screening for secreting tumors and ACC are currently recommended (8, 10) .
Ongoing studies on the clinical heterogeneity in MEN1 are attempting to explain the marked intra-and inter-familial phenotypic variations. MEN1 non-synonymous SNPs, sequencing variants in other genes, copy number variations, iRNA, and epigenetic factors (e.g., DNA methylation) have been claimed as potential phenotypic modifiers (143) . Accordingly, tissue-specific susceptibilities to MEN1-related tumors deserve further investigation, and possible genotypephenotype correlations have been recently revised (143) .
Recently, Zhang et al. and Lewis et al. confirmed that MEN1 patients have decreased insulin sensitivity, a higher prevalence of impaired fasting glucose compared with controls unrelated to MEN1 manifestations, and an increased risk of cardiovascular disease (167, 168) . Thus, it is important to search for glucose intolerance and diabetes in all MEN1-mutation carriers.
Carcinoid tumors are frequent in patients with MEN1 and may be mostly found in the gastric area (10%), bronchi (2%), and thymus (2%) (169) . Thymic carcinoids are fast growing, highly aggressive malignant tumors and are prevalent (up to 3.5%) in some MEN1 series (170) . Most affected cases are in heavy smoking males. Conversely, bronchial carcinoid/ MEN1s have a less aggressive outcome and are more prevalent in women (169) . Preventive transcervical thymectomy during PTx for HPT/MEN1 is usually effective in preventing the development of thymic carcinoids, although in other series, this surgical approach was not sufficient to prevent local and distant metastases (156, 171) .
Multiple endocrine neoplasia type 4
Not all patients with a MEN1 phenotype harbor a germline MEN1 mutation, even when considering patients with large deletions and intronic mutations. Thus, a new gene(s) has been proposed for cases with MEN1-like phenotypes and no MEN1 mutations. Concordantly, a female index-case with acromegaly from a pituitary GHsecreting tumor associated with primary HPT was described as carrying a germline mutation in the CDKN1B gene in 2006. In addition, her mutation-positive relative had a renal angiomyolipoma (54) . Several other similar cases with MEN1-like phenotypes have been reported, supporting the idea that all MEN1 cases without MEN1 germline mutations should be screened for the CDKN1B gene (54, 172, 173) . However, due to the limited number of affected cases reported so far (10 cases), the MEN4 phenotype has not been fully established (54) .
Inherited pancreatic endocrine tumor syndromes
Familial PETs may occur in patients with MEN1, CS, VHL disease, NF1, and TSC (77) . The relative frequency of PETs is higher in patients with MEN1 and VHL compared with CS, NF1, and TSC. Preoperative assessment of the pancreas in MEN1 is highly critical because it may allow surgeons to better plan the approach and evaluate when and how to operate (167) . Specifically, familial gastric stromal tumors may be found in patients with CS and differ from its SET counterpart (168) . Surgery and radiofrequency ablation have been utilized to treat liver metastases from midgut and foregut carcinoids and PETs. Notably, a study of PETs in these syndromes provided insights into the possible pathogenesis of sporadic PETs and contributed to the clinical and therapeutic management of each inherited condition and their sporadic tumor counterparts.
Isolated familial acromegaly/gigantism
Acromegaly/gigantism has been a long-standing challenge. In Belgium, patients with acromegaly/gigantism are 3-5 times more prevalent than previously reported, yielding 1 case in 1,064 individuals (174) . In 2012, de Herder described six of the most famous giants ever known in the last two or three centuries (175) . One of these cases had a genetic predisposition to GH-secreting tumors and harbored a germline AIP mutation (65) . Most patients with isolated familial somatotropinoma (IFS) do not harbor MEN1 germline mutations, but their tumors secrete high serum levels of GH and are associated with acromegaly/ gigantism (176) . The genetic cause of IFS has been linked to the same gene locus of MEN1, that is, 11q13, although no MEN1 germline mutation has been verified in these cases. In 2006, germline AIP mutations were reported in several IFS cases from Finland; soon after, these data were confirmed in Belgium and Brazil (41, 177) . The onset of a GH-secreting tumor in IFS cases occurs approximately 4-10 years earlier than sporadic PITs and these tumors are highly aggressive (37) . After the AIP discovery, IFS cases have been referred to as FIPA (26, 174) . Interestingly, familial somatotropinoma leading to acromegaly/gigantism may also occur in the context of other IET syndromes, such as MEN1, CS, and autosomal dominant polycystic kidney disease (178, 179) .
Familial isolated pituitary adenoma
This entity is an autosomal inherited tumor syndrome characterized by the presence of a PIT that secretes GH and prolactin, although non-functioning PITs, Cushing's disease, and thyrotropinoma may also occur. PITs in patients with FIPA differ from sporadic PITs in several respects because they are more aggressive and expansive and usually have an earlier onset (,20 yr of age). Young FIPA patients often harbor macroadenomas that may be partially resistant to cabergoline therapy (174) . The first description of AIP mutations was performed with a large group of patients with familial acromegaly/gigantism from Finland (42). Other authors have published similar data (41, 180) . Two Brazilian siblings with acromegaly and GH-secreting PITs were clinically reported in 2001, and a heterozygous AIP mutation was documented soon after (42, 176) . Another clinically unaffected 41-year-old brother carried this mutation on an apparently non-secreting pituitary micro-nodule (3 mm) and was documented in imaging studies. His 3-year-old mutated son was also unaffected (42) . Overall, 5% of all PITs are related to MEN1, FIPA, CS, and MEN4 (26, 37) . Up to 25% of all FIPA cases harbor a germline AIP mutation, although AIP germline mutations have rarely been detected in apparently sporadic PITs. However, a high prevalence of AIP mutations in macroadenoma cases younger than 30 years of age (10%) and in children with macroadenomas (.20%) have been verified (180) . Furthermore, FIPA may have a relatively high prevalence in the general population because it accounts for up to 2-3% of PITs in some series. In groups at high risk of AIP mutations, genetic screening is recommended because it may lead to early diagnosis and treatment (180) . Recently, an international consortium investigated 96 patients with germline AIP mutations and PITs and 232 matched AIP mutationnegative acromegaly controls. The group concluded that the first symptoms occurred in children/adolescents in 50% of cases, and most tumors were macroadenomas (93.3%). Tumor extension and invasion was common. GH-secreting tumors in FIPA were predominant (78.1%) and larger, with higher GH levels and occurrence two decades earlier, when compared with sporadic PITs (26) . Gigantism was more common in the AIP-mutated group, and several cases presented less tumor shrinkage with somatostatin analogs versus the controls. Prolactinoma in FIPA was frequent in young males patients, and most required surgery or radiotherapy. These data indicate that the genetic screening associated with early diagnosis and treatment should be routinely considered in families with PITs/FIPA (26) . Recently, genetic heterogeneity was suggested to occur in FIPA (181, 182) . In addition, the presence of ACC in a FIPA case suggested that AIP mutations may be lead to non-PIT tumors (181). In conclusion, AIP mutation analysis is recommended in young patients with FIPA. Founding AIP mutations have been described in familial clusters from Finland, Polynesia, and Ireland. A large family presenting with multiple individuals with PITs secreting GH, prolactin, or both was reported in northern Finland. There were three cases of acromegaly or gigantism, and their genealogy could be traced to the 1700s. The phenotype was first postulated to represent a hereditary predisposition to pituitary adenomas (PAPs) with very low penetrance. A second family had two affected cases in two generations with somatotropinoma. In comparison to patients with sporadic PITs, patients with PAP were significantly younger at diagnosis, but there were no significant differences in tumor size. Six of the 15 patients diagnosed under 35 years of age (40%) in the population-based series had PAP. More recently, PAP cases have been referred to as FIPA (41) . Highly aggressive PITs were reported in 2009 in a large FIPA Polynesian genealogy associated with a founding AIP mutation (183) . In 2011, the AIP arg304-to-ter mutation was identified in DNA extracted from the teeth of an Irish patient with gigantism who lived from 1761 to 1783 (65) . Decades prior, Harvey Cushing first examined the skeleton of this particular case described in 2011, identified an enlarged pituitary fossa, and ascribed his gigantism to a PAP. The same AIP germline mutation was identified in four contemporary northern Irish families who presented with gigantism, acromegaly, or prolactinoma, and they also harbored the same haplotypes. Thus, these individuals were postulated to share a common ancestor who lived approximately 57 to 66 generations earlier (65) .
Familial Cushing's syndrome
This condition may be associated with MEN1 and CS and is rarely associated with FIPA; however, it may also occur in McCune-Albright syndrome (184) . Accordingly, familial pituitary ACTH-secreting tumors leading to Cushing's disease may occur in MEN1 syndrome (6) . In addition, non-ACTH secreting Cushing's syndrome from adrenocortical carcinomas and adenomas may also occur in MEN1, and a few cases may present both ACTH-secreting and non-ACTH secreting tumors (150) . Furthermore, pigmented adrenal hyperplasia is a non-ACTH secreting tumor frequently observed in patients with CS (37).
Familial papillary thyroid carcinoma
FPTC is usually more aggressive than sporadic PTC and may be associated with FAP/Gardner syndrome and Cowden syndrome (185) . Over a decade ago, the search for FPTC susceptibility genes identified the following six potential loci: MNG1 (14q32), TCO (19p13.2) , fPTC/PRN (1q21), NMTC1 (2q21), FTEN (8p23.1-p22), and the telomere-telomerase complex. Genes such as RET, TRK, MET, and TSHR were ruled out. The results have been partially contradictory, and further large-scale genetic studies using new molecular screening tests are warranted to elucidate the underlying genetic basis of FPTC (110) .
Familial isolated hyperparathyroidism
Most cases with primary HPT (95%) are sporadic; the remaining patients have inherited forms of HPT. At present, most HPT cases are asymptomatic (80%), whereas 20% are symptomatic cases (31) . FIHPT may occur as part of either MEN1 syndrome or FIHPT/jaw tumor syndrome (HPT/JT) caused by HRPT2 germline mutations. Interestingly, HRPT2 mutations have been reported in 15% of parathyroid carcinoma cases, which rarely lead to HPT (186) . HPT-JT is a rare inherited cancer syndrome that is usually associated with HPT and ossifying tumors of the maxilla/ mandible, and it may harbor a germline HRPT2-inactivating mutation. HRPT2 encodes a 531-amino acid protein called parafibromin (186) . Mild FIHPT may also occur in familial hypocalciuric hypercalcemia (FHH), an autosomal dominant disease with relative hypocalciuria. Most FHH cases are caused by a heterozygous CASR inactivating mutation, although homozygous or compound heterozygous CASR mutations can lead to severe neonatal HPT. Moreover, a homozygous CaSR germline missense mutation has been reported in FHH phenotypes, although most heterozygotes are normocalcemic. However, many FIHPT cases have no mutation in the MEN1, HRPT2, or CASR genes, suggesting that additional gene(s) are be involved.
Familial primary aldosteronoma
FPA is a relatively underdiagnosed condition, and it is the most frequent cause (5-15%) of secondary hypertension in adults (187) . FPA has been mostly detected in nonsmoker hypertensive patients. Due to a higher rate of cardiovascular complications relative to essential hypertension, the screening of at-risk groups for FPA is recommended (188) . FPA is confirmed by a lack of aldosterone suppressibility following a sodium-loading test. CT scanning and adrenal venous sampling usually detect a unilateral source of aldosterone excess. Laparoscopic adrenalectomy is the treatment of choice, with excellent outcomes and low morbidity, in comparison with older, open approaches. Three genetic forms of FPA have been described so far, including familial hyperaldosteronism type I (FH-I), also known as glucocorticoid-remediable aldosteronism (GRA); familial hyperaldosteronism type II (FH-II); and familial hyperaldosteronism type III (FH-III). Patients with FH-I/GRA have hypertension, high ACTHdependent aldosterone secretion, renin suppression, and high levels of 18OH-cortisol and 18 oxocortisol. The genetic cause is an unequal recombination of CYP11B1 (11-bhydroxylase)/CYP11B2 (aldosterone synthase) that leads to a chimeric CYP11B gene containing CYP11B1 sequences (including the promoter) at its 59 end and CYP11B2 sequences at its 39 end (187) . This condition is very rare, and most patients develop severe hypertension in early life, although clinical heterogeneity is frequent. Genetic testing for FH-I/GRA is recommended for cases presenting with FPA before 20 years of age, a family history of FPA, and stroke at a young age (,40 years) (187) . In 2011, a high prevalence of FH-I/GRA among hypertensive children in Chile was reported (3.1%). All cases from four unrelated families had a high aldosterone/renin ratio and low renin, whereas hypokalemia and high aldosterone levels were much less useful as markers of FPA. Genetic testing overcomes these difficulties, and the most widely used test is a long PCR-based method that amplifies the chimeric CYP11B1/B2 gene. FH-II is a non-glucocorticoid-remediable form of FPA, and it is indistinguishable from sporadic PA. This condition is relatively frequent (3-4%), and its molecular basis involves the 7p22 locus. The diagnosis of FH-II requires the presence of PA to be confirmed in at least two family members, and FH-I/GRA must be excluded. FH-II should be considered in hypertensive family members of PA patients. So far, this new condition was reported in one family, is characterized by severe hyperaldosteronism and resistance to common medical therapy, and requires bilateral adrenalectomy. A germline mutation in the KCNJ5 gene is the cause of FH-III.
Inherited adrenocortical carcinoma
Inherited adrenocortical tumors (carcinomas and adenomas) may occur in several conditions such as CS, LFS, Beckwith-Wiedemann syndrome (BWS), MEN1, NF1, FAP, and McCune Albright syndrome (90, 107, 108, 189) . Children with IACC are usually part of the classical tumor spectrum of LFS and BWS. The current recommendations regarding IACC screening and surveillance involve periodic biochemical and imaging studies in the index-cases, mutation analysis of all relatives who are at risk, and early diagnosis and surgical intervention.
Familial isolated pheochromocytoma/ paraganglioma
FI-PHEO/paraganglioma has been associated with several inherited diseases such as MEN2; VHL; NF-1; and paraganglioma syndromes types 1, 3, and 4, which are caused by germline mutations in RET, VHL, NF1, SDH-D, SDH-C, and SDH-B, respectively (78, 91, 190) . SDHx mutations are responsible for 6% and 9% of sporadic paragangliomas and PHEOs, respectively; in addition, they underlie 29% of pediatric cases and 38% of malignant tumors. More than 80% of familial aggregations of paraganglioma and PHEO are caused by these mutations (191) . In addition, FI-PHEO/paraganglioma has been associated with TMEM127 and MAX mutations (23, 24, 25, 192) . Genetic screening for PHEO genes has been recommended in all cases with apparently sporadic PHEO/paraganglioma because approximately 30% of these patients may harbor a PHEO-related germline mutation. In a German series of apparently sporadic PHEOs, frequent mutations in the VHL and RET were found (57) . In contrast, unsuspected germline mutations occurred in eight cases within a recent Italian series of 59 patients with apparently sporadic disease. The eight mutations were found in TMEM127 (n = 4), SDHB (n = 2), VHL (n = 1), and SDH-C (n = 1). Despite increased costs, the authors recommended systematic genetic screening in these patients because it might lead to a stricter follow-up, early diagnosis of recurrences in index-cases, and presymptomatic disease detection in at-risk relatives.
In 2012, a high incidence of paraganglioma type 1 syndrome was reported in Trentino, Italy, and affected cases were characterized by HNPs caused by the SDHD c.341A.G p.Tyr114Cys mutation. Patients had bilateral or multiple HNPs that were associated with a low prevalence of PHEO, malignant forms, and a high tumor penetrance. A common ancestor was dated back to the [14] [15] th century, with the mutation spreading from the Mocheni Valley isolate, which represents 1.5% of the region's population (64) .
Pre-surgical care in asymptomatic FI-PHEO cases has some particularities. Because sustained or paroxysmal hypertension is detected in 90% of PHEO cases, aadrenoceptor-blocking agents have been successfully administered to prevent hypertension before and during surgery for PHEO. With the discovery of asymptomatic PHEOs, many of them FI-PHEOs, this condition has been more frequently diagnosed than it was before modern imaging techniques were available. Accordingly, accumulated experiences with the use of a-adrenoceptor-blocking agents in asymptomatic PHEOs support the benefits of this procedure. Finally, cases with bilateral FI-PHEO are currently recommended to undergo cortical-sparing surgery using the retroperitoneoscopy access, which has a low recurrence rate and avoids lifelong cortisone substitution therapy in most cases. Thus, it would be prudent to recommend this surgical technique to all patients with bilateral PHEO.
Finally, more recent IET reviews have become available, and they provide further insights into these inherited tumor diseases (193) (194) (195) (196) (197) (198) . 
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